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Abstract
Using the notion of composita and the Lagrange inversion theorem, we present
techniques for solving the following functional equation B(x) = H(xB(x)m), where H(x),
B(x) are generating functions andm ∈ N. Also we give some examples.
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1 Introduction
In this paper we study the coeﬃcients of the powers of an ordinary generating function
and their properties. Using the notion of composita, we get the solution of the functional
equation B(x) = H(xB(x)m), which is based on the Lagrange inversion equation, where
H(x), B(x) are generating functions and m ∈ N.
In the papers [–], the author introduced the notion of composita of a given ordinary





n> f (n)xn is the generating function, in which there is no free term







The expression F(n,k) is the composita, and it is denoted by F(n,k).




f (λ)f (λ) · · · f (λk), ()
where Cn is a set of all compositions of an integer n, πk is the composition
∑k
i= λi = n into
k parts exactly.










Fn, Fn, . . . . . . Fn,n– Fn,n
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2 Lagrange inversion equation






where A(x) and H(x) are generating functions such that H(x) =
∑
n≥ h(n)xn and A(x) =∑
n> a(n)xn.
In the following lemma, we give the Lagrange inversion formula, which was proved by
Stanley [].
Lemma  (The Lagrange inversion formula) Suppose H(x) = ∑n≥ h(n)xn with h() = ,
















where [xn]A(x)k is the coeﬃcient of xn in A(x)k and [xn–k]H(x)n is the coeﬃcient of xn–k in
H(x)n.
By using the above Lemma , we now give the following theorem.
Theorem Suppose H(x) =∑n≥ h(n)xn is a generating function,where h() = ,Hx (n,k)
is the composita of the generating function xH(x), and A(x) =
∑
n> a(n)xn is the generat-
ing function, which is obtained from the functional equation A(x) = xH(A(x)). Then the
following condition holds true:
A(n,k) = knH

x (n – k,n). ()







































Hx (m + k,k)xm.








x (n – k,n). 
According to the above theorem, for solutions of the functional equation A(x) =












x (n – k,n)xn,







x (n – ,n)xn. ()
Since the composita is uniquely determined by the generating function, formula () pro-





(k, k – n).
It should be noted that for n = k,
Hx (n,n) = A(n,n).
Next we give some examples of functional equations.
Example  Let us ﬁnd an expression for coeﬃcients of the generating function A(x) =
∑
n> a(n)xn, which is deﬁned by the functional equation
A(x) = x + xA(x) + xA(x) + xA(x).
The generating function xH(x) has the form
xH(x) = x + x + x + x.
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)( k – j
n – (k – j) – i
)
.
According to formula (), the coeﬃcients of A(x) are
a(n) = nH














( n – j
–n + j – i – 
)
.
Example  Let us ﬁnd an expression for coeﬃcients of the generating function B(x) =
∑
n≥ a(n)xn, which is deﬁned by the functional equation (see A [])
B(x) =  – x –
√
 – x – x
x( + x) .
Nextwe introduce the following generating functionA(x) = xB(x). Considering the func-
tional equation, we can notice that
A(x) = x +A(x) +A(x)

 –A(x) .






where H(x) = +x+x–x .










The expression of coeﬃcients of the generating function [R(x)]k = ( –x )k is equal to
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Hence, using Theorem , we get the composita of A(x),
A(n,k) = knH
















The coeﬃcients of B(x) are
b(n) = A(n + , ).
Therefore, we obtain













3 The generalized Lagrange inversion equation
Next we generalize the case A(x) = xH(A(x)).






Let us introduce the following deﬁnitions.
Deﬁnition  The left composita of the generating function B(x) in the functional equa-





x (k, k – n),
where Hx (n,k) is the composita of the generating function xB(x).
Deﬁnition  The right composita of the generating functionH(x) in the functional equa-





x (n – k,n),
where Hx (n,k) is the composita of the generating function xH(x).
There exists the left composita for every left composita and there exists the right com-
posita for every right composita.
Formula () can be generalized for the case when a generating function is the solution
of a certain functional equation. Let us prove the following theorem.
Theorem Suppose H(x) =∑n≥ h(n)xn and B(x) =
∑
n≥ b(n)xn are generating functions
such that B(x) =H(xB(x)m), where m ∈ N; Hx (n,k) and Bx (n,k) are the compositae of the




Hx (im, im–), ()
where im = (m + )n –mk.
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=G(x), im– = k, im = n.

















x (n – k,n)
that satisfy Theorem .












































where Bx,m(n,k) is the composita of the generating function xBm(x).
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Table 1 Table of functional equations
Equation Function B(x) Composita Bx (n,k) OEIS































(m + )n – (m + )k, (m + )n –mk
)
.











where im = (m + )n –mk. 
In Table  we present a sequence of functional equations for the generating function
H(x) =  + x, where OEIS means the On-Line Encyclopedia of Integer Sequences [].
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